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Monitor Stand
Replacement Instructions
Be sure to follow the instructions in this sheet carefully. Failure to follow
these instructions could result in damage to your equipment and may void
your warranty.
Replacing your monitor stand requires five basic steps:
• Turn off the computer and disconnect the display cable.
• Place the monitor upside down on a thick cloth.
• Remove the monitor stand.
• Install the replacement monitor stand.
• Place the monitor upright, connect the display cable, and restart the
computer.
Note: Written and video instructions covering customer-installable parts
are available at
http://www.info.apple.com/installparts/.

Tools Required
Two jeweler’s flat-blade screwdrivers are required for this procedure.
Note: If you do not have jeweler’s screwdrivers, two long carpenter’s nails
can be used. However, the head of the nail must be at least 6 mm wide to
prevent the nail from sliding into the enclosure.
Warning: If any tools or parts drop into the monitor, do not turn on the
monitor. Contact Apple for further assistance. Never turn on your
monitor unless all of its internal and external parts are in place and it
is closed. Operating the monitor when it is open or missing parts can
damage your monitor or cause injury.
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Removing the Monitor Stand
1. Warning: Turn off your computer and disconnect the display cable
as follows:
• Unplug the display cable from the computer.
• Wait five minutes for the computer’s internal components to cool
down.
2.

±WARNING: The monitor weighs 20 kg (45 pounds). Be careful
when repositioning the monitor.
Use a thick, soft, clean cloth (such as a folded blanket or towel)
as a cushion. Place the monitor upside down on the cloth so the
screen is away from you and the monitor stand is in front of you.

3. Slide the monitor stand toward the display cable.

Monitor
Stand

Cloth
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Display Cable

4. In the center of the monitor stand, locate the two identical round
openings in the retaining clip.
Retaining Clip

Round Openings

5. Using two jeweler’s flat-blade screwdrivers, place one in each of the
round openings and gently pry up the retaining clip until it is out of the
monitor stand.

Warning: If any tools or parts drop into the monitor, do not turn
on the monitor. Contact Apple for further assistance. Never turn
on your monitor unless all of its internal and external parts are in
place and it is closed. Operating the monitor when it is open or
missing parts can damage your monitor or cause injury.
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6. Rotate the stand clockwise (1/4 turn) so it is positioned as shown.

7. Peer into the center of the monitor stand and swivel it somewhat until
you can see the locking tabs line up with the slots in the base.

Locking Tabs
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8. With the tabs aligned, gently pull the stand toward you. Then tilt the
stand up off the base.

Positioning the Plastic Rings
After you remove the monitor stand, two plastic rings should remain on the
base. These rings are fitted in a special orientation so the replacement
stand will fit properly. However, if the rings are dislodged, replace them as
follows:
1. Place the white plastic ring on the base so that you can still read the
words "Serial Number" when the ring is slid all the way down. Turn the
ring over if the words are not visible
White Ring
Correctly Installed
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2. Place the clear plastic ring over the white ring so that the white ring fits
inside the clear ring.
3. Check that the rings are properly aligned. They should easily slide in
unison, and when they are close to the serial number label, you should
be able to see the serial number bar code but not be able to clearly see
the words "Serial Number."
Rings
Correctly Installed
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Installing the Replacement Monitor Stand
1. Holding the new monitor stand, align the slots in the center of the stand
with the tabs on the base of the monitor.

Locking Tabs

2. Slide the stand up to engage the locking tabs.
3. Turn the stand counterclockwise.
4. Align the retaining clip and press it down until it clicks into place. The
retaining clip is keyed and only fits one way.

5. Check that the stand slides easily.
6. Turn your monitor upright and reconnect it to the computer.
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7.

Restart your computer.
Warning: Never turn on your monitor unless all of its internal and
external parts are in place and it is closed. Operating the monitor
when it is open or missing parts can damage your monitor or
cause injury.
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